Barriers to Achieving Economies of Scale in Analysis of EHR Data
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Summary
Signed in 2009, the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act infused $28 billion of federal funds to accelerate adoption of electronic health records (EHRs). Yet, EHRs have produced mixed results and have even raised concern that the current technology ecosystem stifles innovation. We describe the development process and report initial outcomes of a chronic kidney disease analytics application that identifies high-risk patients for nephrology referral. The cost to validate and integrate the analytics application into clinical workflow was $217,138. Despite the success of the program, redundant development and validation efforts will require $38.8 million to scale the application across all multihospital systems in the nation. We address the shortcomings of current technology investments and distill insights from the technology industry. To yield a return on technology investments, we propose policy changes that address the underlying issues now being imposed on the system by an ineffective technology business model.
1. Background and Significance

In 2009, President Obama signed the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act to accelerate adoption of electronic health records (EHRs). Seven years and $28 billion in federal funds later, 84% of hospitals collect data in EHRs [1]. Yet, EHRs have produced mixed results. Information technology (IT) systems were envisioned to spawn “software applications that can retrieve data, organize them, apply decision algorithms, and provide the results to clinicians and managers when and where they need it” [2]. The value of such applications has been well articulated [3], but the current health IT ecosystem makes this vision challenging to implement. Health care systems are locked into EHRs that lack data model standardization [4], and the business model persists whereby EHRs control all data rather than liberate data for use in innovative applications [5]. To illustrate the opportunities and limitations of current health IT solutions, we documented the costs of validating a chronic kidney disease (CKD) analytics application.

In 2013, a preliminary analysis in an adult primary care clinic at Duke Health—a health system in North Carolina with 3 hospitals, 61,000 inpatient admissions, and 1,800,000 outpatient visits annually—revealed that only 11% of patients with laboratory values indicating stage 4 CKD were coded to reflect the diagnosis. Diagnosis codes used for billing failed to capture the burden of CKD, suggesting that clinicians were either unaware of or not documenting the condition. Clinical practice guidelines recommend nephrology referral for patients with greater than 10% to 20% risk of 1-year progression to end-stage renal disease (ESRD) to delay progression to dialysis and prevent emergency starts. Adapting lessons from Kaiser Permanente Hawaii [6, 7], Duke's Medicare Shared Savings Program (MSSP) secured funding to build an analytics application to identify high-risk patients for referral.

2. Handoff to Technology Team

Our technology team had to extract data from Epic and raw Medicare claims, transform the data for analysis, and load the data into an application, a process known as “extract, transform, and load” (ETL).

Our analytics application sourced data from Clarity [8] (a reporting database behind Epic), Medicare Part A and Part B claims, and an MSSP master beneficiary file. Clinicians specified variables of interest, which a database architect mapped to source data elements, and a data scientist performed exploratory data analysis for each variable.

Clinicians validated every variable from each data source at the aggregate and individual levels, because data from EHRs and claims is inaccurate and inconsistent [9, 10]. For example, we found 14 names for serum creatinine as a descriptor for over 4.4 million laboratory values stored in the database. Minor spelling variations were associated with major differences: “Creatinine – LabCorp” with 1 space after the dash was excluded for having a significantly different distribution of values than “Creatinine – Labcorp” with 2 spaces. Furthermore, Epic implementation did not remedy these differences. In Clarity, 3 laboratory variables with different identifiers are named “CREATININE” and have identical external names, base names, and abbreviations. Although Clarity does have a field for standard LOINC lab identifiers, the field is optional and not used in any internal functionality [11]. In our Epic system, only 2 serum creatinine lab names have the correct standard identifier populated. The validation process is even more complex for nonnumeric values that lack standard ranges and units.

Data extracts were used to build 22 variables, including 6 demographic features (age, race, gender, address, payer), 4 diagnoses (hypertension, diabetes, metastatic cancer, ESRD), 7 lab values (creatinine, urine protein, urine albumin-to-creatinine ratio, albumin, phosphorous, bicarbonate, calcium), 3 vital signs (systolic and diastolic blood pressure, weight), and 3 events (death, dialysis, nephrology visit). Age, labs, and vitals were structured as continuous numeric variables, diagnoses were structured as binary indicator variables, and race, gender, and payer were structured as categorical variables. All continuous variables were normalized, and missing urine albumin-to-creatinine ratio values were imputed from urinalysis protein.
Variables were then transformed using 2 validated models, including a regression model with 13 variables to predict 1-year risk of ESRD progression [12] and a regression of estimated glomerular filtration (eGFR) rate over time [13]. Clinicians requested displaying results of both models to convey risk and rate of disease progression. These models were developed and validated on large population data sets by investigators at University of Manitoba and Johns Hopkins, respectively, but are not standard in EHR systems. Finally, our team developed a scalable application to automate the analysis and present clinicians with relevant information about high-risk patients.

3. Results

Using the Kidney Failure Risk Equation [12], 1875 of 46,143 (4.1%) of patients enrolled in the MSSP had an ESRD risk greater than 15%. Risks scores were calculated for over 42,000 patients who had age, gender, and eGFR data. Patients who were seeing a nephrologist, deceased, or on dialysis were excluded from the pilot. Patients at high risk who were not excluded were reviewed by an interdisciplinary team during “population rounding” sessions to identify the best course of action. During the first 9 months, 438 patients at high risk of ESRD were reviewed and 84 patients (19.2%) were referred to a nephrologist. The primary outcome of the pilot was the number of patients identified by the analytics technology who required changes in management. After the pilot, the MSSP invested in deploying components of the analytics technology, hired a nephrologist to review high-risk patients, and launched a similar initiative to improve management of diabetes.

The total cost of our pilot in 2015 dollars was $217,138. The 4 categories of cost included $130,000 for design and development of the analytics application, $14,900 for query development to extract variables, $24,450 for exploratory data analysis and data pipeline development, and $47,788 for clinical validation of variables and workflow. The steep pilot costs were supported by 2 internal innovation grants, and maintenance of the system is being supported by the MSSP and the health system IT support group.

Given that EHR data models vary, other providers that wish to adopt our approach to screening patients with CKD will have to invest about $90,000 to validate the ETL data pipeline and clinical workflow. That assumes providers interface with a prebuilt application capable of ingesting standardized data, obviating the need for local application design and development. Based on our experience, the cost of scaling this application to all 432 multihospital health systems in the United States would total $38.8 million. If each hospital required custom validation of data and workflow, the cost of analyzing CKD data for the 4474 hospitals participating in the federal government’s EHR incentive program [14] surpasses $400 million.

The cost of maintaining valid data extractions and transformations is also substantial. Purchase of a new automated blood chemical analyzer in the laboratory requires an effort to ensure that the ETL process is still valid. The laboratory does not know to notify data scientists of this change, so users of the analytics application are left to discover gaps in application performance on their own. In fact, it’s not uncommon for participants in distributed research networks, such as the FDA’s Sentinel, to learn of local data changes from validation efforts that ensure consistency of data within and across sites [15]. If the queries, data pipeline, and clinical workflow are refreshed annually, the cost to maintain the algorithm would be $5766 per site and $2.5 million for 432 multihospital health systems nationwide.

Despite these costs, there remains tremendous enthusiasm and opportunity to use EHRs to improve CKD management [16]. Since completing the pilot, our team developed the business case for using health IT to manage CKD for the National Institutes of Health [16]. We now help organizations across the country assess the opportunity to invest in health IT; but we believe more must be done at a policy level to reduce redundant costs.

4. Lessons

Our project revealed that analytics software can improve identification and management of progressing CKD. However, our efforts offer a cautionary tale about efficiencies of scale in health IT.
Other industries have faced poor data quality, variation in data sources, and massive legacy databases. Their solutions to these challenges may be instructive.

Automated quality-assurance systems identify data values that fail to meet specifications (ie, a required data type in a specified range) or are outside a set number of standard deviations from the mean. These systems then present data visualizations to subject matter experts to verify the data [18, 19]. Process management teams set dynamic dashboards to run at specified time intervals to ensure that processes generating or transforming data perform as expected. Using these techniques, it recently took 4 engineers 2 months for Inflection, a Silicon Valley company that uses public data to build trust, to integrate a new data source with over 1 billion records for only $60,000 to $80,000 (Sendak personal communication, 6/28/2016). Their system monitors dynamic data streams at a fraction of the cost it would take to build a similar system using current health IT approaches.

Beyond cleaning existing data, organizations must improve how new data are created and stored. Chevron launched a program to clean data associated with existing wells but quickly realized that cleanup would take as long as 5 years [20]. To avoid having to clean the newly generated data, a senior manager changed internal processes so that 100% of data on new wells was generated correctly. In health care, much of the data stored in EHRs without standardized metadata is generated by pharmacies, laboratories, or other external partners. Payment for a lab should be contingent on the transmission of complete metadata into the EHR along with the lab result. The entity that generates a piece of data should be responsible for curating metadata. In the early 1990s, AT&T reengineered its bill-verification process by applying data tracking internally until it became evident that the quality of externally sourced data needed to be improved [19]. AT&T specified exactly what data it needed from suppliers, required suppliers to report data tracking results, and performed periodic audits of supplier data. Following these steps, suppliers improved bill quality measures by a factor of 10, cutting AT&T's billing system expenses by two-thirds.

Beyond these practices, an entire industry of open-source technology has emerged to improve the efficiency of observational research [21]. Groups such as ours would be able to publicly share code to promote collaboration around critical steps in the ETL process. Other groups would use our results to accelerate their own efforts and reduce the massive redundancy of developing their own technology. Open-source approaches improve the economics of application development. However, health care has embarked on a different trajectory under most vendor contracts. Generally, the underlying structure of data is considered proprietary by the vendor, as are queries and transformations that reveal the underlying data model.

5. Conclusion and Recommendations

Despite valiant efforts to develop analytics applications that integrate with EHRs, the current health IT ecosystem imposes significant barriers to achieving economies of scale and providing safe, effective care. We must focus on the underlying issues of the massive and redundant costs being imposed on the system by an ineffective technology business model. We must also learn from the successes of other industries in grappling with similar legacy systems problems. We recommend the following:

- Health IT vendors supplement current products offerings with quality assurance systems that monitor the processes that generate and transform health care data
- Entities that generate and transmit data into EHRs are held financially responsible for curating thorough metadata
- EHR vendor contracts allow public sharing of ETL processes required to map proprietary databases to standard data models for analytics applications

If we fail to address these problems, significant cost barriers will prevent the efficient scaling of analytics software to improve CKD management across the nation. Organizations such as ours will continue to rely on innovation or pilot grants to build redundant technologies. The solution for CKD and more generally requires a transformation of how we treat our technology infrastructure rather than as local system or practice issues, and instead requires us to adopt a more systematic approach to making data interpretable and accessible.
Our description of our application development can help to engender a debate around these questions, one that needs to extend well beyond our colleagues in the health IT community. Our hope is that the transparency of this analysis will support that discussion.

Multiple Choice Questions

1. When scaling an analytics application that ingests electronic health record data to different health systems, significant, redundant costs are required to...?
   A. Gather feedback from providers on the user interface
   B. Compute risk scores for validated input variables
   C. Validating and normalizing data across sources
   D. Deploy the application to the cloud

2. Data companies in other industries have taken which of the following approaches to rapidly integrate new data sources into analytics applications?
   A. Deploy quality-assurance systems with dashboards for human review
   B. Ensure that data is generated in a clean and standardized manner
   C. Foster an open source environment to share code and programs
   D. All of the above

Answers to Multiple Choice Questions

1. C. Validate and normalize data across sources
   Every site that wishes to adopt our chronic kidney disease analytics application must rely on local experts to map data source elements to the input variables. Current health information technology infrastructure prevents our team from being able to ensure that our local data validators will function properly in a new environment. Most health systems do not have data quality and assurance systems and are often unaware of the cleanliness of data being captured from laboratories or at the point of care.
   The other answer choices referencing the user interface and computation of risk scores are components of the application that do scale. Of course, there may be users who want to modify the interface, but the front end developed at our system will function in a new environment. However, to ensure that the risk scores and user interface are displaying correctly, the redundant work must be done to validate transformations from the data source. The last answer choice is irrelevant, because an application can be deployed either on premise or on the cloud. The effort required to install applications in either setting should be minimal.

2. D. All of the above
   Private industries have adopted all of these approaches in enhancing how rapidly new data sources can be integrated into analytics applications. Specific examples are provided from a Silicon Valley data company, Inflection, Chevron, and existing open source movements in clinical informatics.

Clinical Relevance Statement

Health information technology can be used to improve the detection and management of chronic kidney disease at the population level, but requires significant investment. Unfortunately, existing electronic health record systems do not enable rapid and efficient use of data to drive population health management programs. Health care systems must transform their technology infrastructure to achieve efficiencies of scale and advance population health.
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